
Flowers Flash Cards Part II: A Comprehensive
Guide to Identifying and Learning About
Popular Flowering Plants
In this second installment of our Flowers Flash Cards series, we delve
deeper into the enchanting world of flowers. Join us as we explore the
beauty, diversity, and fascinating characteristics of popular flowering plants.
Our interactive flash cards are designed to empower you to expand your
botanical knowledge and appreciate the wonders of nature.

Scientific name:Tulipa

Family: Liliaceae
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Description: Tulips are perennial spring-blooming plants that captivate
hearts with their showy, goblet-shaped flowers. They come in a wide range
of colors, including red, yellow, pink, purple, and white. Tulips typically have
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six petals and grow on sturdy stems, making them popular choices for cut
flowers.

Habitat: Tulips are native to Central Asia but are widely cultivated
worldwide in temperate regions. They prefer well-drained soil and full sun
to partial shade.

Uses: Tulips are primarily grown as ornamental plants in gardens and
flower beds. They are also used in floral arrangements and are a popular
gift for special occasions.

Interesting fact: Tulips are one of the most popular flowers in the world
and are often associated with the Netherlands, where they are a national
symbol.

Scientific name:Rosa

Family: Rosaceae

Description: Roses are iconic flowering shrubs known for their exquisite
beauty and captivating fragrance. They have a wide range of flower forms,
from single-petaled to fully double-petaled, and come in an array of colors,
including red, pink, yellow, white, and purple. Roses are often prized for
their lush foliage and thorny stems.

Habitat: Roses are native to Asia, Europe, North America, and Africa. They
prefer well-drained soil and full sun to partial shade.

Uses: Roses are widely cultivated as ornamental plants in gardens, parks,
and public spaces. They are also used in floral arrangements, perfumes,



and other fragrance products.

Interesting fact: Roses have been cultivated for centuries and are often
associated with love, beauty, and romance.

Scientific name:Helianthus annuus

Family: Asteraceae

Description: Sunflowers are towering annual plants that produce massive,
cheerful flowers that resemble the sun. They have a central disk filled with
tiny florets surrounded by a ring of long, showy ray florets. Sunflowers
typically come in shades of yellow, orange, and red.

Habitat: Sunflowers are native to North America but are now widely
cultivated worldwide. They prefer well-drained soil and full sun.

Uses: Sunflowers are popular ornamental plants and are also grown for
their edible seeds, which are rich in nutrients. Sunflower oil is a valuable
cooking oil and is also used in cosmetics and other products.

Interesting fact: Sunflowers are known for their ability to track the sun's
movement throughout the day, a phenomenon known as heliotropism.

Scientific name:Lilium

Family: Liliaceae

Description: Lilies are stately perennial plants that produce graceful,
trumpet-shaped flowers. They come in a wide range of colors, including



white, yellow, pink, orange, and red. Lilies have a long history of cultivation
and are prized for their beauty and fragrance.

Habitat: Lilies are native to temperate regions around the world. They
prefer well-drained soil and full sun to partial shade.

Uses: Lilies are popular ornamental plants and are also used in floral
arrangements and perfumes. Some species of lilies are also used in
traditional medicine.

Interesting fact: Lilies are often associated with purity, innocence, and
beauty.

Scientific name: Orchidaceae

Family: Orchidaceae

Description: Orchids are a diverse and widespread family of flowering
plants known for their extraordinary beauty and intricate flowers. They
come in a mind-boggling array of shapes, sizes, and
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The Quirky Tourist Guide To Ushuaia: The
Gateway To Antarctica
Ushuaia, the southernmost city in the world, is a fascinating place to visit.
It's a...

Preparation and Support for Teacher
Assessment: Leckie Complete Revision
Practice
Teacher assessment is an important part of physical education (PE) in
the United Kingdom. It is used to assess students' progress and
achievement in PE, and to provide...
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